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 THE FOUNTAIN
look out over this calm, mist-bound country that separated
him from all external claims and watch the spring appear.
In summer, greenness would enrich it; in autumn, the few
belts of trees would flame and darken; this winter or next
there would be a snowfall and the canals would become a
network of black cords laid upon the snow; Hour after
hour, season after season, in no conflict of duties, he would
do what all his life he had wished to do.
"Td like to be a saint," said Herriot suddenly.
*4A saint — why?"
"It would be exciting, that's why. Anything is that you
:«n go mad about The hopelessly sane men are the bores.
Dacirs, for instance,'* He jerked his thumb. "A good fel-
low, but sane as a stationmaster. You have the merit of be-
ing mad, Alison. Half-mad anyway. Lord in heaven, think
of going mad about a history book! And a history of the
contemplative life at that! That's what you want to write,
isn't it? It's a good world when you see the joke of it. " And
he added slowly; "I suppose there's a technique of con-
templation — same as in flying. You've got to learn it from
ABC. And no good then if you haven't the right nerve/'
They were approaching the fort — a high flat mound that
wa$ evidently a hollow square, for above the grassy ram-
parts were visible the tops of trees growing within on a
lower level On each of the great earthen bastions at the
corners of the square was a wood of tall elms. A canal,
wider than any common moat, lay about the base of the
nunoarts. It had been made, they soon discovered, to en-
circle the fortress, to which a guarded bridge was the
Mb entrance. As Lewis crossed the bridge, he paused,
mih a feeling of delight and finality, to look down into the
waters of the canal.
tatte w&s a paved courtyard, flanked by buildings
chiefly of one storey— long narrow bungalows stretching
out cm either side to the fall breadth of the old fortress
High above their roofs stood the gatehouse rampart, a
noepb^k already equipped with arc-lamps, sentry-boxes
aoa barbed wire, I* overshadowed the room that Lewis

